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A IRE V ALLEY T IMES
M Y B IT
2013 already. A very Happy and
Prosperous New Year to all those who I
haven’t seen over the festive period.
As I write this blurb, we have just had
one of the weirdest weekends ever. The
snow came down in droves on Friday
night and it was Georgia’s 12th birthday
on Saturday. There were one or two
things in the car that Carol didn’t want
her to see so I volunteered to go out and
get them. I’d had one or two beers to
celebrate it being Friday and coming
back down the drive, I unceremoniously
fell on my arse, much to the amusement
of my darling wife. Not only did I sprain
my wrist (I now have problems with my
sex life…), I also burst the helium
balloon that wifey had bought.
Then, early Saturday morning, I cleared
the drive so we could get to the expensive computer shop to get G her birthday
pressy. At least with the overnight snowfall, my big fat arseprint had been
eradicated. And then, on Sunday morning the whole lot had gone, snowmen
included. I’ve never seen so much snow disappear so quickly. It must be the
global warming that I hear so much about. Let’s hope that it is the last of the
snow and I can get the bike out again.
Talking of bikes (well it is a bike rag), I’m looking forward to some good
weather for this year’s rallies. 2012 was a bit of a washout, with the Farmyard
Party site looking like the Somme. A large number of rallies were down on
attendance and in many cases, the organisers either only just broke even, or lost
money altogether. In 2011, Yorkshire MAG donated £100,000 to the MAG
foundation, in 2012 it was down to £20,000.
To kick off 2013 in fine style, we had the annual dinner/dance at the Mercure
Parkway, a few photos can be seen elsewhere in this edition. A great deal of
falling-over water was consumed, and I am sure I can say without any
contradiction that a good time was had by all (apart from someone who wanted
to fight my wife - bad move). As usual, there is always someone who is the last to
go to bed (that’s a bit of an obvious statement - Ed.), this year it was Dot and
me. I suppose that what I thought was a meaningful conversation was just
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drunken idiocy. 5.50am was the time I finally hit the pit, and then had to be up for brekky at some ungodly hour. I certainly
enjoyed my breakfast (I think…!), but still being well and truly ming-monged, Carol sensibly drove home. We both spent
the rest of the day in bed. (Sleeping - you filthy minded lot)
There are quite a few good rallies planned for 2013 and there will be a list of events published for the period up to the next
AVT. I’ll be putting the MAG rallies in as well for those of you like to do “proper rallying”.
Stuff for the AVT is always light at this time of year, what with bad weather, few events and no ride-outs. There’s no
wrecks and nobody drownding—in fact nothing to laugh at, at all (thank you Stanley Holloway). However, our esteemed
author, intrepid adventurer and regular contributor Steve King has put together a couple of pieces for your delight and
delectation.
The EU “Super MOT” (i.e. bringing in anti-tampering through the back door) has received a big blow to its confidence and
the tide seems to have turned. Have a look at the MAG page because this affects everyone.
I know, I know - I know I keep saying it, but I will try a get to a ride-out this year. But as ever, the world’s greatest game
season starts on February 3rd, so that’s most of my Sundays taken up until September. I work a 4-day week and therefore I
have a rolling day off. That doesn’t mean I’m out on the bike on that day (I wish—but she must be obeyed), it just means
that if I’m off on Monday, the next day off is a Tuesday and so on. I keep hoping that a Zimmer club ride-out will coincide
with my Wednesday off, but it never does. It does however, mean that every 5 weeks I get a 4-day weekend. Hooray for
me!!!
I am looking forward to getting out on the bike again this year though. Over the last weekend, I opened the garage door to
get something out and the motorsickle pulled itself to the back—poor thing. Well, the bugger is going to have to get used
to it, our first rally this year is the North West Harley Club’s Easter Egg Rally. (The ride out to the kiddies home to deliver
the Easter eggs is on the Saturday Jim - sorry about last year.). Yes that is Easter. 29-31 March, in a tent.

Yes it is my bike in the foreground. I took the pic.

Ride safe chums
Dave
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Welcome to the February edition of the Aire Valley Times, I might just
be getting old but this winter it never seemed to stop raining. If it doesn’t
stop soon I’m thinking of part exchanging the bike for a boat, anyway no
doubt the rain must stop soon and we will all be able to ride again.
I’ve just heard that last summer was the wettest on record, I must have
been lucky because with the exception of Aviemore I didn’t get too wet
most of the time. Despite the weather last season I got to Masham, The
Cider Rally, Euro Fest St Tropez, 21st European Rally, Hog on the
Humber, Fenlanders Rally, SOFER Rally, Essex Rally, Thunder in the
Glens and the East West Ride and had a great time at all.
The Committee is already working hard on next year’s events, with
Sunday, Wednesday day and evening summer ride-outs, HOG The
Humber, Masham and West East Rolling Rally already in hand. This
year’s Hog The Humber promises to be a marvellous event, with Hotel,
Camping, Ride-outs, Great Catering, Live Bands Friday Night, Saturday
Afternoon and two bands Saturday night!
We will be having a Saturday Ride-out followed by Chapter Games then a
band and ride in show, all on the lawn overlooking the Humber Bridge.
Followed later in the evening by a raffle, prize giving, auction and 2 more bands.
The profits from this year’s Humber will be split between Help the Heroes, Yorkshire Air Ambulance and Martin House
Children's Hospice, all very worthwhile causes. If you are a member of Aire Valley you should make time for this event.
This year’s Christmas disco at the Noble Comb was excellent, with a great band and lots of food and drink. It was great to
see so many members in attendance, all having a good time and getting on so well.
The 11th Annual Christmas Dinner Dance was a great affair as always. With a few pre-dinner drinks in the main bar it was
good to meet up with people you haven’t seen since the riding season finished. Then down to the Ballroom - I don’t know
what had changed but the ball room seemed better than last year, may be the decorations. The dinner was grand; as good
as any year, and the band were fabulous playing music we all knew, they certainly filled the dance floor very quickly. All in
all everyone seemed to have a great time and said they would like to do it again next year. The hotel have agreed to keep
the dinner and room rates the same for next year that’s less than the rooms were 8 years ago, please book early. Bookings
came in very late this year and we were on the brink of cancelling the event.
Well at the end of last season, and very last minute I was talking to Jonnie No Bike who said he had a couple of weeks off
work and fancied a last European trip to end the season. He now works in Austria so had missed out on so many rallies this
year, he suggested that we might go to Spain. He would ride the 1200 miles and meet me in Santander on the 3 rd October,
I was due to catch the ferry Tuesday 2nd to arrive in Santander 6.00pm on the 3rd. A few days before I was due to leave the
BBC news announced that Brittany Ferries were on strike, by the next morning’s news the management of Brittany Ferries
had suspended the crews until further notice. We had to make new plans and fast as Jonnies holiday could not be moved.
He told me he would be passing through Dijon on Monday evening, It’s now Sunday morning but I said if I could get on
the Sunday night Hull ferry I would ride the 370 miles and meet up with him Monday evening.
The Hull Zeebrugge ferry wasn’t full so I got myself a ticket, a good crossing but the boat was late docking instead of
8.00am we got in the dock at 9.45 not off the boat and already nearly 2 hours behind schedule. I made good time out of
Belgium just through the old Boarder Control in to France and I see blue flashing lights in my mirrors. The rather blunt
French policeman needs to see all my documents, spare bulbs, warning triangle and new breathalysers. I have everything
he needs to see, he then becomes very pleasant and wishes me a good and safe journey.
I arrive at the Kyriad Dijon Est Mirande Hotel 12 Rue Pierre De Coubertin, Dijon around 5pm Jonnie arrives shortly after
me. We have a quick beer then dinner in the hotel restaurant, I opt for the local special of eggs poached in red wine
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It really was like eating eggs in a bowl of red wine “not to my liking” and that was surprising as I do like both red wine and
eggs, just not together.
The following morning in bright sunshine we leave the hotel travelling through Macon, Lyon where we stop for Lunch,
Nimes and Montpellier before arriving in Sete where we have booked into the Hotel L’orque Bleue.
We have been to Sete a few times before, the last time about three years ago. We have always found it a beautiful and very
pretty little place surrounded by water filled with sailing boats. But either because we were out of season or the economy
had taken its toll it’s lost some of its charm and looks a little jaded, the hotel was in need of a refurb, it had seen better days
and the bars and restaurants had lost some of their sparkle. The sun was still shining so we ate outside, after a meal and a
good bottle of wine or two off back to the hotel to plan where to go tomorrow.
We decide that it had been a long time since we were at the European Rally in Lloret de Mar so we would take a look, we
found a great hotel overlooking the sea. The next morning after a good breakfast we headed up into the hills behind the
town, we spent the day riding some great roads and went further than we expected. On arrival back at the hotel after a
quick shower, a pint at the hotel bar we set off (on foot) to look for a good restaurant. Well I was just saying to Jonnie it’s
sometimes hard to tell which will be a good restaurant, when Jonnie came up with a new theory or at least a new theory to
me. Just look at the signs and the best designed sign will be the best food, so we went for the best sign and although I am
not certain Jonnies theories always work this one did. We ate beautiful King Prawns in Champagne sauce served with an
excellent bottle of local white wine, followed by Fillet of Beef served with a Strawberry Sauce (I didn’t have the sauce fruit
and meat just don’t work for me) and again an excellent bottle of local red this time. After a quick pint at the Irish bar on
the way back to the hotel off to bed, ready for an early start in the morning to travel further down the coast.
We head down the coast road to Barcelona for lunch, after lunch we continued on to our overnight destination Tarragona.
The town is full of history, in fact 1000s of years of history, with Roman ruins, medieval buildings and art nouveau
buildings. The hotel was excellent with a good restaurant but we opted to go have a walk around town, we ended up in
what seemed to be the main square “Placa Font” and stopped for a drink at a bar facing a very impressive building
“Ajuntament De Tarragona”. The square filled with people all dressed in the same pink clothing both men and women,
some official looking men and women came out of the building and gathered on the top stone step. Around 30 of the pink
people then made a four or five high pyramid of people topped of with a young girl, this brought great applause from the
crowd of people now filling the square. At the other end of the square we ate a very good dinner at a restaurant called
“Restaurant El Pigot”, we wondered if it had anything to do with a once famous jockey! The hotel was so good we stayed for
another night, then we set off North to Logrono, many foodies say the tapas capitol of the world.
After a very hot almost 300 miles we arrived at The Carlton Rioja, Logrono to a very welcome cold beer, before the usual
shower after which we headed for the tapas area of town. Part way through town we begun to realise we had stayed here
before, we reminisced about Andrew Jones complaining that there were no proper restaurants or proper food just tapas
bars. We found there are over 50 taperías (tapas restaurants) located within a 4 block area, near the town centre and
proceeded to try as many as we could manage. But with a good sized plate of food and a glass of Rioja served in each one we
tried we didn’t last as long as we had expected, we did however sample some outstanding food and wine.
The following day we headed for Bilbao and our last night in Spain, we boarded the ferry the next morning around 8am
feeling the trip hadn’t lasted long at all.
Now the reason I am telling you about this trip is because I have never been on a bike trip in to Europe this late in the
season, and it was a fantastic time to go. The roads had much less traffic than even a month earlier, we were able to stay in
four star hotels for around 50 Euros a night. When I’ve been earlier in the year I would have been paying more than twice
that, and even the beer was less. You could not fault the weather it never rained at all, some days it was too hot. So if you
fancy a cheaper trip I would recommend trying October.
Ride Safe
PS. I’ve just returned from the Chapter Directors meeting and learnt that if you use HOG bike insurance and let them know
you are an HOG member that you receive a further 5% discount on your premium. Also Eurocamp offer HOG members a
40 to 50% discount on bookings for their camps except Bank holidays. You don’t have to be travelling by bike it could be a
family holiday by air or car, you just have to be a HOG member.
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Well that’s another Christmas out of the way, let’s hope the weather
starts to pick up and we can get back out on the road again soon.
We held the usual pre-season Road Captains meeting in January and
the rides for 2013 have been allocated or I should say the guys have
volunteered to do them, no venues decided yet so if any of you guys
out there have any thoughts on where we could take the rides this year
then please come and see one of us and we will try to fit it in to the
program. The first Sunday ride will be leaving Leeds Harley Davidson
10am prompt on 10th March, last year this was the best attended ride
with a total of 41 bikes setting out from Get Geared for a trip round
the Trough of Bowland to Bentham for lunch. I’ve plotted 16 Sunday
ride outs into the calendar this year but there is always the
opportunity for impromptu ones as well, last year we managed to fit
in a total of 18 Sunday rides, it would have been 19 but the weather put paid to Graham’s trip to the bike museum at York,
we’ve planned it again this year for 6th October so that’s one to put in your diary already.
I’ve had an email from the Head Road Captain of St Ledger inviting Aire Valley members on a ride to Mablethorpe
Motorcycle Festival on 16th March, so if anyone is interested please let me know and we will try and arrange to meet up
with St Ledger on this one. We are also making plans to meet up with our Members from “up North” to join a couple of
rides with them, so keep an eye on the web site and face book pages for news of these and all other ride outs.
As for me I’ve got a few rallies planned again for this year, I’m going to try the Cider Rally to start with. I’ve thought about
this one before but never got on with it so thought this year I’ll give it a go, that is of course the weekend after the Aire
Valley take over of Masham, which if it’s anything like last year will be a great time.
7th June and half a dozen of us are taking the Hull-Rotterdam ferry for a trip to the Benelux Rally in Belgium followed by a
short trip down to the Black Forrest and Rhine Valley. The Peak Riders Rally on 28th June is next on my list of possibilities
followed on 5th July by our own Hog The Humber which this year has a change of venue to the Hallmark Hotel North
Ferriby, this looks like a promising new venue with the hotel manager and everyone involved in the organizing committee
keen to make this rally one to return to again and again.
August will see me and a good few other Aire Valley members heading south to Bisley for the Sofer Rally another great
venue, followed at the end of the month by a trip to Aviemore for Thunder in the Glens.
September and this year I’ve booked to go on the newly named Rolling Rally, I heard such glowing reports from last year
that I thought I had better give it try this time, unfortunately it falls again on the same weekend as I set off for my holiday
with family to Burnham but, as I’ve already booked I will just go straight down there on the Sunday morning. This will
probably be the last rally of 2013 for me but there will still be at least four planned Sunday ride outs to keep me occupied
along with as many impromptu ones we can come up with, so don’t forget if you have any ideas for ride outs then just let
one of the road captains know.
Well that’s about all from me for now except to say have a great riding season with us, keep the rubber on the road, the
shiny side up and ride safe.
Allan
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On a snowy afternoon in January it is hard to imagine the year ahead but already we have things planned for the year ahead
that we hope you will all join in with, support our club and enjoy.
Times are hard so we keep the costs down but not at the expense of enjoyment.
The first outing will be Sunday lunch at Phil’s place (Noble Comb, Shipley) on Sunday 17th February. Phil is going to
set up a table in his function room for 1pm. If you would like a place please call him on 07967147457. If you are a new
member do please think about coming along and meeting everyone who will make you most welcome.
Although the riding season usually starts in March we like to have the weekend away at Masham ( this year April 26th28th) when hopefully the sun is shining, we have been lucky so far with the weather. Several years ago it was suggested
that we have a riding weekend away and for a couple of years we went to Piercebridge, moving in the last 4 years to
Masham. Our base camp is the Kings Head in the market square, a lovely old coaching inn with 27 bedrooms. It’s a
bargain of a weekend the cost being £100 per night, dinner bed and breakfast. That is per room so the weekend works out
at £25.00 per person per night. There is plenty of safe parking for the bikes and some excellent riding roads. At the time
of writing the main hotel is fully booked and we have an overspill at a local bed and breakfast just across the square with the
evening meals being served at the Kings Head. If anyone else is interested in this trip, please call Sue on 07762005783 as
folks do have to cancel occasionally and there may still be room. The White Bear Hotel which is attached to the brewery
has at the time of writing 8 high end rooms available
(some double/some twin) at a cost of £105 per night
bed and breakfast, (www.whitebearhotel.co.uk)
Anyone staying there could still eat at the Kings Head
which will remain our base camp. The ride to Masham
will leave from the shop on the Friday at 10am, going
the scenic route to the hotel, aiming to arrive mid
afternoon. There will also be a ride from the shop
Saturday morning to join the main ride of the weekend.
Straight from Masham some lucky folks will be heading
straight for the ferry at Hull for the ride to the rally at
Port Grimaud (9th-12th May) which starts the
following Thursday. We have been able to secure
some brilliant prices for the crossing and if anyone wants more information they should call Mick for full details,
07734301268.

While we were out A couple from the “car club”
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The next event is Hog on the Humber 5th-7th July! Mike asked a few of us
to look after the event after Dot and Rob’s sterling 10 years. How can you
follow that? A hard task! As well as being the 11th H.O.H. it will be Aire
Valley’s one big rally of the year so we have made a few changes. Most of you
will already know that the base camp has been moved from Brantingham RUFC
to the Hallmark Hotel at the Humber Bridge. It is an excellent venue and one
that Dot and Rob had secured as the lead hotel for the event in the past. With
the help of the Manager there we think the weekend has the makings of one
brilliant event. The hotel has bent over backwards to help us raise the profile
even more and they have some excellent ideas. They want us to enjoy our new
venue and are pulling out all the stops.
The weekend has already been publicised at the club meetings and thanks to
everyone who has backed the move and already booked hotel rooms. At the
time of writing half of the rooms have been reserved. Not surprising at
£110.00 for 2 nights bed and breakfast, again this is per room so it works out at
£27.50 per person per night. To please everyone there is excellent camping on
site and plenty of pitches for tents and motor homes. Alan has booked some
brilliant bands; there will be food available in the grounds and the added
advantage of a full service inside the hotel. The Hallmark has promised that the
drinks will be reasonably priced and already a local real ale brewery has backed
the event and will be in situ. The grounds are gorgeous and everyone has a view
of the Bridge that will be the main event on the Sunday for the crossing. Alan will be organising a ride for a few hours from
the hotel on the Saturday and a main ride out on the Sunday prior to the bridge crossing. Heartfelt thanks to all for your
support so far.
I think our members should be proud that in the last 10 years over £45,000 has been raised for local children’s charities.
The charities that will benefit in 2013 will be Yorkshire Air Ambulance, Help for Heroes and Martin House Hospice for
children at Boston Spa. In the past the event has been publicised as a charity for children, we feel that all of these will assist
a broader spectrum and still include children. The air ambulance has certainly been useful to us a time or two so it is
definitely a bikers charity. All charities will be working with Aire Valley to raise the profile of the event and there will even
be posters on North Sea ferries.
In the last 10 years numbers at HOH have been falling but with your help we can raise those numbers and therefore raise
even more money and have a great time whilst doing it. If we could top the £50,000 mark in our 11th year that would be
brilliant. Can I ask all members to personally invite any of their biking friends to back us. If every one of our members
brings just 1 or 2 of their biking friends along we can bring the event forward, so please get involved. You may even like to
get yourself sponsored or suggest other ideas to bolster the funds.
The Coast to Coast weekend will be 6th-8th September and the ride will start from Leeds Harley Davidson and head
this time to the Lake District first, staying overnight on the Friday at the Bower House Inn. The following morning we will
leave the hotel for the ride to Whitley Bay. Please be assured there are no early starts – we will not be riding when the sun
rises this time (getting too old for that lark). Rooms at the Bower House are selling out fast but there is plenty of hotel
availability at Whitley Bay and folks who can only do the Saturday can either meet us there or meet us en route. Last year
we did the ride the other way round, but we like a change. Our friends from Geordie land came along last year and enjoyed
our company so much some of them have joined the chapter. Please think about joining us and any further information can
be obtained from Sue or Mick or from the club website.
Deposits for Masham will be £50 per room and for Coast-to-Coast £20. You can pay these directly to Sandra.
So, those are the main events but throughout 2013 we may organise another barge trip, a night at the dogs or even a day out
at the horse racing. Anyone who has any ideas for fun activities do please have a word. We are here to help organise or
assist in anyway you want.
Enjoy the year, like life it is too short

Mick and Sue
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On the last day of September 2012 I left for my annual (or more often
when I can swing it) ‘Boys Own’ adventure. This was to be 14 days, just
under 2,000 miles and 5 countries in Southern Africa. It had all the
makings of an amazing adventure and was all the better for knowing I was
sharing it with 6 people I had gone through the Himalayas with and also
with whom I had picked my way through the Death Highway in
Cambodia.
We had a motley collection of bikes provided, some fit for purpose, some
not and I managed to purloin a BMW 1200, which I must say served me
admirably and kept me upright for the majority of the journey. Sadly
others were not so lucky.
We began by amassing in Johannesburg and then rode a massive loop to
Maun in Botswana, taking in Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe en route.
There is something to be said for having to stop on a dirt track in the
middle of nowhere to allow Elephants and Rhinos to cross; reminiscent of
the sheep on the road from Slaidburn to Bentham in the Forest of
Bowland!
We travelled on tarmac, gravel, sand and salt and stayed in amazing
accommodation at a Rhino sanctuary one night and then slept on the
ground by the bikes the next day when the camp was nowhere to be
found. Perhaps the highlight of the ride was the Makgadikgadi Pans. You
may have seen these salt plains on Top Gear; they are the size of
Switzerland. As we powered across at around 80 mph, all you could see
was the curvature of the earth outlined in white, and dust. Truly amazing.
Not quite so amazing was when the bikes sank and we spent 3 hours
manhandling them out to more solid ground in temperatures of 40 degrees
plus. It was leaving these pans late one night that I was unceremoniously,
although dramatically unseated from my bike at 40 mph when the whole of
the front wheel disappeared in to a Wart Hog hole, strategically dug in to
the middle of the track! Winded and bruised I was glad to provide
entertainment for my colleagues. The next day, whilst resting after a
particularly strenuous section, I was quietly eaten by a platoon of Sand Tampans, yes, TAMPANS, you did misread it the
first time. These critters are like mites. They come out of the soil, inject you with toxin, feed and then naff off. If enough
hit you at once, they can induce a heart attack. Anyway, I lived to tell the tale and amused the doctor at the tropical diseases
department in Bradford. I attach a photo for those interested.
My non-riding highlight was actually swimming in the Devils Pool, a small eddy of stillish water at the top of the Victoria
Falls. We got to hang over the edge with someone anchoring our feet for the most incredible sight of looking down upon a
rainbow. You have to jump in; not too far to the right or left or you go over the falls. They lose about 4 tourists a year.
HSE?
The trip was not without incident and I left a good friend down there with 2 punctured lungs, 6 broken ribs and a broken
shoulder. Thankfully he is almost recovered. The man we had to medivac out of the Cambodian Jungle was also hospitalised
having flown off his bike like superman when it stopped at 70 mph and he didn’t; but again surgery appears to have
corrected him.
These are the sort of trips where the sights, sounds, smells and camaraderie stay with you forever. The guys I ride with are
amazing. They come from all walks of life, but for two weeks a year become a cohesive unit that look after each other.
NUTTERS!! I would recommend it to anyone.
Words n Pix Steve King
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It was just one of those strange invitations to come out of the blue;
you’ve got to love the power of networking!! It was a Thursday. Did I
want to go to Spain on Tuesday for a couple of days off road biking with
Graham Jarvis the World Champion Extreme Enduro rider? Let me
think; YES!
I met the guys for the first time at Malaga Airport and warmed to them
immediately; obviously mental! The only problem appeared to be that
they all knew what they were doing and me, less so. Still, I never let my
lack of skill get in the way of my belief that I can do anything, so off we
went.
We rode from the Adventure Rider Centre at Malaga, a Husaberg
backed outfit that could not do enough for us. All I had to take was
socks. Bikes, boots, Helmets, Klim gear all new and all provided. The
centre is run by Baz and Kaz, a lovely Scouse couple with a daughter,
yep, Jaz. They had organised the hotel in Mijas, fabulous view and every
other detail you could think of.
The riding was definitely off road, way above anything I had done
before, so it came with a steep learning curve. However, they provided
me with a local instructor who was very patient and I had a blast.
Graham was shooting clips for an upcoming DVD, so I may be famous as
a ‘before’ example, but I can live with that. Watching Graham was like
watching poetry in motion. I’ll swear the bike was merely an extension
of his body. Gravity and the laws of physics did not seem to apply in his
case. I watched him ride his bike up a twenty foot high vertical wall and
then flip it around and dive back over it. He pulled wheelies whilst on
top of a rock and came down the stairs of the hotel on the front wheel
only (an Endo so I believe); truly magnificent to watch, but what a quiet
and unassuming guy.
He performed stunts going down the main street of the village and then
would suddenly disappear off the side of the road, only to appear again
some hundreds of yards further up with bits of tree sticking out of the
bike! Inspirational is the only word I can think of and I can only hope I
get the chance to ride with him again, perhaps when I have picked up a
few more of the basics.
Words and Pics Steve King
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M AG N EWS

40 years old

40 years ago, the Vietnam Peace Agreement was signed, the Tory Government led Britain into Europe, the Twin Towers
were completed in New York, Skylab was launched into orbit, Pinochet led a coup in Chile, Nixon accepted responsibility
for Watergate, David Bowie swore he'd never perform another gig and in a house on Verne Drive in Ampthill,
Bedfordshire, the Motorcycle Action Group was founded, as an organisation "opposed to all oppressive and
discriminatory legislation aimed at motorcycling."
So it's our 40th Birthday and I hope you'll help us celebrate one way or another throughout the year.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The latest discussions within the EU Transport Council of Ministers have resulted in suggested revisions to the Super MoT
proposals and these include exempting all motorcycles from the new rules.
The meeting on 3rd Dec continued the discussions started when they met 29th Oct, but there is a long way to go with the
negotiations as the EU Parliamentary Committee is yet make its recommendations and then both these bodies and the
Commission will need to agree final text.
The UK government recently invited MAG and other organisations representing groups who will be affected by the
European Commission's proposals for an EU-wide Super-MoT to discuss concerns and developments. Since then the
Council of Europe (the governments of the member states) has rejected all of the measures that MAG(UK) has been
campaigning against. Don't count your chickens just yet, but the direction of travel has turned in our favour.
The UK government position on RWT reflects MAG's position and our response to the DfT's recent consultation: all of our
concerns are shared by the DfT with, for the most part, support from other EU member states.


The Council of the member states governments have rejected testing for ALL kinds of bikes and for trailers under
3.5 tonnes. Five years after the new rules become law, the Commission will have to present a report assessing
whether two- and three-wheeled vehicles should be included in future.



The UK and other member states have "roundly ridiculed" the Commission for relying on a claim that defects were
relevant in 8% of bike collisions. Member states are generally very unhappy about the Commission’s failure to
present evidence (either at all, or of decent quality) to justify its recent proposals.



The member states agree with us that RWT should only be about the safety of vehicles and NOT be linked to
enforcing Type-Approval, the complications this would cause for older or modified vehicles are too great.



The UK is working with other governments to ensure member states can manage their own affairs and minimise the
impacts of future changes, insisting on a more flexible Directive rather than the hard-and-fast Regulation.



The list of new equipment demanded by the Commission (eg; noise meters or brake fluid and shock absorber testing
equipment) and cost has been roughly halved and there are moves to reduce this further.



Other requirements threatening the long-term existence of MoT stations that are part of repair and retail shops have
been rejected.



The requirement to carry an RWT certificate on the vehicle appears to have been dropped.



Lowering the age at which vehicles can be exempted to 30 years old will be an option, but subject to less confusing
requirements than proposed by the Commission.



The removal of trailers (<3,500kg laden) from the RWT proposals means that all bike/trike trailers would escape
the need to be MoT’d and registered at DVLA.



Vehicles found to 'dangerous' are prohibited from the road in the UK; the Commission appears to be back-tracking
on its proposal to go a step further and de-register them, requiring the UK to change its way of registering vehicles.

Although the news is generally very positive, there is a long way to go yet and no guarantee that we will win on all points.
The Commission has not accepted these criticisms or the changes demanded by the member states; it appears the
Commission will have to give in but in the meantime they are trying to salvage as much as they can.
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MAG N EWS

40 years old

The European Parliament has started to consider the original proposal. The EP is represented by its Transport &
Tourism Committee (TRAN), which has several members who are MEPs from the UK (including its Chairman).A
vote in Parliament will take place next year, probably mid-late 2013. We need to keep in touch with our
representatives in the European Parliament, especially members of the relevant committee (‘TRAN’) to ensure they
support the Council amendments.
On current estimates the new rules would apply from 2017, but there would be a further five years allowed to make
any changes at MoT stations that do affect bikes and trikes, if they are eventually included.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FOR OUR EAST YORKSHIRE MEMBERS
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M ADNESS
I changed my iPod's name to Titanic. It's syncing now.
When chemists die, they barium.
Jokes about German sausage are the wurst.
How does Moses make his tea? Hebrews it.
I stayed up all night to see where the sun went. Then it dawned on me.
This girl said she recognized me from the vegetarian club, but I'd never
met herbivore.
I'm reading a book about anti-gravity. I just can't put it down.
I did a theatrical performance about puns. It was a play on words.
They told me I had type-A blood, but it was a Typo.
PMS jokes aren't funny; period!
Why were the Indians here first? They had reservations.
I didn't like my beard at first. Then it grew on me.
Did you hear about the cross-eyed teacher who lost her job because she
couldn't control her pupils?
When you get a bladder infection, urine trouble.
Broken pencils are pointless.
I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.
What do you call a dinosaur with an extensive vocabulary? A thesaurus.
England has no kidney bank, but it does have a Liverpool.
All the toilets in New York's police stations have mysteriously vanished.
Now the police have nothing to go on.
I got a job at a bakery because I kneaded dough.
Haunted French pancakes give me the crêpes.
Velcro — what a rip off!
A cartoonist was found dead in his home. Details are sketchy.
Venison for dinner again? Oh dear!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Most people believe that if it ain't broke, don't fix it. Bikers believe that if it ain't broke, it doesn't have enough features yet.
My brother took it hard when he was sent to jail. He stopped eating and drinking, he swore and became violent with anyone
who tried to talk to him. Finally, he started smearing excrement all over the walls in protest.
We're not playing monopoly anymore
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U PCOMING T HINGYS
Date

Day

05-02-13

Tuesday

06-02-12

Event

Location

Time

Leeds MAG AGM

Cross Keys, Morley

2030

Wednesday

Club Meeting

Yarnbury RUFC

1930

10-02-13

Sunday

Leeds MAG Fred Hill Run

Squire’s LS25 5LX

1100

16-02-13

Saturday

Leeds MAG Valentines Dance

8 Parkfield Terrace

2000

The Parkfield Suite

Stanningley LS28 6BS

06-03-13

Wednesday

Club Meeting

Yarnbury RUFC

1930

10-03-13

Sunday

1st Club Ride-out

LHD

1000

16-03-13

Sunday

Joint Ride-out with St Ledger to Mablethorpe
Bike Feastival

LHD

TBC

24-03-13

Sunday

Club Ride-out

LHD

1000

27-03-13

Wednesday

Leeds MAG Easter Egg Run to Lineham Farm

Cardigan Fields, Kirkstall
Rd. LS4 2GD

1900

Addlington Cricket Club

1200 ->

Swan Lane, Eccup, LS16 8AZ
29-03-13 to Friday -

North West Harley Club Easter Egg Rally

31-03-13

Sunday

Chorley, PR7 4HD

03-04-13

Wednesday

Club Meeting

Yarnbury RUFC

1930

07-04-13

Sunday

Club Ride-out

LHD

1000

10-04-13

Wednesday

Zimmer Club Ride-out

LHD

1000

21-04-13

Sunday

Club Ride-out

LHD

1000

26-04-13 to Friday-

Masham Weekend

Sat Ride from LHD

TBC

28-04-13

Sunday

Contact Sue Pierce

Contact Clive Raistrick

01-05-13

Wednesday

Club Meeting

Yarnbury RUFC

03-05-13 to Friday 06-05-13
Monday

Cider Rally

Weston Super Mare

03-05-13 to Friday 05-05-13
Sunday

Into The Valley

Dalton Park

Yorkshire MAG

South Dalton E Yorks

1930

Bridgewater Chapter

Tickets for all three Yorkshire MAG rallies are
available from the beginning of February on
08000988 3199 or by post from “Name of Event”
PO Box 568, Rotherham, S63 3FA.
Please include SAE
THE NEXT ISSUE OF THIS ESTEEMED ORGAN WILL BE OUT FOR THE MAY MEETING. THAT MEANS AN
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE OF 22 APRIL 2013
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C APTION C OMPETITION
Ok you lot, I’m not running any more caption competitions. With rare exceptions, it is only ever Keith Allen who sends
anything in. And with these photos of his wine cellar, it looks like I’m the one who is providing the wine to stock it.

Thanks go to Gordon for these Pics

Keith’s caption for this photo of a big arse is:
"Does my bum look big in this? And why is there a
garden gnome next to me?"
A bottle of something will be handed out at the
meeting, even if it is only a small beer

Don’t forget - original jpeg files for inclusion in the mag please
Once again, the deadline for the next issue is 22-04-2013

www.avhog.co.uk
http://picasaweb.google.com/102322754081651743232
for loads of pictures

Aire Valley Officers
HOG Chapter Number: 9695
Sponsoring dealer: Leeds Harley Davidson
Position

Name

Contact details (where appropriate)

Director

Mike Gaunt

director@avhog.co.uk

Assistant Directors

Andie Hannam and
Richard Wilton

a-d@avhog.co.uk

Treasurer

Rick Day

treasurer@avhog.co.uk

Secretary

Sandra Gaunt

secretary@avhog.co.uk

Head Road Captain

Allan Ward

hrc@avhog.co.uk

Activities Officer

Mick and Sue Pierce

activities-officer@avhog.co.uk

AVT Editor

Dave Malt

editor@avhog.co.uk

Photographer

Keith Allan

ka1001@ntlworld.com

Photographer

Tony Lister

HOG on the Humber

Rob and Dot Mitchelmore

rob@ourdeluxe.karoo.co.uk

Northern Rally Organiser

Rob Mitchelmore

rob@ourdeluxe.karoo.co.uk

Safety Officer

safety@avhog.co.uk

Webmaster

John Elliott (Dr. John)

webmaster@avhog.co.uk

Ladies of Harley Rep

Wendy Day

loh@avhog.co.uk

Historian

Gordon MacFarlane

gordonmac3@sky.com

MAG Rep

Dave Malt

dave.malt@btinternet.com

Dealer Principal
Dealer Rep

